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To (he Members of the Common Council,

Chileda. a therapeutic living and learning residential and school program for children and youth with

significant needs is requesting to replace the current fence with a higher, more secure one to significantly
improve the safety of residents.

Who Wc Serve

Students who live and learn at Chileda enter the program for therapeutic interventions related to several
diagnoses including autism, intellectual disabilities, mental health issues and related behavioral
challenges. These are students who are not able to care lor themselves on a daily or even hourly basis,
have low cognitive skills that result in poor decision making, and are not able to fully understand the
consequences of their actions. All students have communication challenges and if away from their family
or staff, would likelynot be able to communicate their needs or wants effectively. In addition,over half
of the residents communicate non-verbally. which is another barrier to communication.

Why Fencing is Necessary

Our primary job is to keep students safe while theyare learning the skills toward independence. One
behavior of great concern is called elopcmcnt-lcaving an area or the facility without permission. This
impulsive behavior can put our residents in gravedanger if theyget near or encountertraffic, the river,
trains, strangers, or inclement weather conditions. Even with our high staff ratio, students who can scale a
fence have been able to outrun their caregiver. As youcan imagine, this puts the entire campus in a high
state of urgency.

Licensing Regulations

Chileda is licensed as a Residential Care Center through the State of Wisconsin's Department of Children
and Families and as a Community Based Residential Facility through the Department of Health Services.
The regulations are clear that Chileda cannot lock the facility from the inside out. as a behavioral health
unit at a hospital, for example, is regulated to do. Our clients are highly encouraged not to exit our facility
without staff and we are allowed to slow exiting with 15-sccond timers on doors. Since residents are
allowed to exit, staff must stay with them to protect them from the inherent dangers of parking lots, the
river, and major intersections.
















